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Samsung GP-TTA146KDATW mobile phone screen/back protector
Clear screen protector 1 pc(s)

Brand : Samsung Product code: GP-TTA146KDATW

Product name : GP-TTA146KDATW

Tempered Glass Screen Protector for A14 / A14 5G

Samsung GP-TTA146KDATW mobile phone screen/back protector Clear screen protector 1 pc(s):

Smooth Touch
The screen protector has a hard coating that protects your screen against most scrapes and scratches,
keeping it like new. It doesn’t affect the touch screen capability, so your device stays as responsive and
easy to use as ever.

9H Hard coating
9H surface strength - Strong and resistant from scratches. It is processed with a low temperature ion-
substitution chemical strengthening method; compared to heat a strengthening method of surface
density, it is two times stronger.
Samsung GP-TTA146KDATW. Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: A14 / A14 5G, Protection
features: Scratch resistant. Privacy filtering function, Material: Tempered glass, Product colour:
Transparent. Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s)

Features

Protector type * Clear screen protector
Compatibility * A14 / A14 5G
Maximum screen size 16.8 cm (6.6")
Protection features Scratch resistant
Hardness 9H
Brand compatibility * Samsung

Performance

Product colour Transparent
Material Tempered glass
Privacy filtering function
Privacy filtering orientation Portrait

Packaging content

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
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